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Dear Chair Hutchison and Committee Members,
I respectfully suggest that it could be of great value to you to become acquainted with the on‐going consideration of an
RTO and wholesale markets at the Colorado PUC, particularly the informational hearing on 3/20.
This suggestion arises from watching the CEC meeting on 3/7, particularly the presentation by former FERC
Commissioner Marc Spitzer and his strong recommendation that Nevada needs to be part of an RTO in order to fully
enjoy the benefits of retail choice. Mr. Spitzer described the two existing choices for Nevada, CAISO and SPP, but he did
not mention another possibility, namely the recent alliance between Peak Reliability and PJM Connext to stand up a new
RTO in the Western Interconnection.
Colorado, specifically the Mountain West group of utilities, wants to join SPP, but the Commissioners are insisting upon
hearing about all of our RTO options, and these will be discussed on 3/20, including the new Peak/PJM RTO
option. Interested Committee members may want to watch the proceeding and/or communicate with CO PUC Staff on
this matter.
I believe it would be mutually advantageous to the Nevada CEC and PUCN, and the Colorado PUC and Mountain West
group, to communicate soon and in depth on the options for RTO membership. Yet another possibility involves a new
RTO in the Western Interconnection that includes Mountain West, Nevada utilities, and other interested Western
utilities. The time is now to explore this option, as Mountain West is proceeding with speed toward the potentially less
than optimal solution of joining SPP.
I would be happy to discuss this matter, supply contact information for Colorado PUC Staff, or assist in any other way to
promote timely and necessary discussion of the future of wholesale markets in the Western Interconnection.
Finally, I will mention that I am part of a group called Energy Freedom Colorado that researches, educates and advocates
toward more competition in the electricity sector in Colorado, both wholesale and retail. Please see the material at
EnergyFreedomCO.org and our About page for more about our organization and our research on retail choice.
With best regards,
Larry Miloshevich
303‐665‐9707
___________________________________
Summary of the Mountain West initiative: http://energyfreedomco.org/wholesale.php
Webcast of CO PUC hearing (3/20 9am MT): http://www.dora.state.co.us/pacific/Webcasts/a.html
CO PUC docket no 16I‐0896E about the Mountain West initiative
CO PUC Chief Staff member, Drew Bolin: drew.bolin@state.co.us
Also see Retail Choice Best Practices, and many other relevant materials on our website
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